John of Litharb (d. 738 CE), *On the Soul*: A Previously Unknown Syriac Treatise and the New Light it Sheds on Islamic Kalām, on Byzantine Theology, and on Syriac Psychology

John of Litharb is a fairly well-known Syriac author from the turn of the seventh-and-eighth centuries, who participated in a robust circle of intellectual Christian theologians, historians and philosophers. Although he is known to have authored several important works, due to the accidents of manuscript transmission, only one very short letter of his was thought to have survived to this day. I have recently discovered a significant work of his, *On the Soul*, completely overlooked in previous scholarship. I seek to understand this work and contextualize it in terms of the information it provides pertaining to three areas of research: 1) the emergence of the Islamic rational-theological school of Kalām, long claimed by some scholars to have had Christian roots; 2) current Byzantine debates about the soul, with special attention to the question of its ability to intercede for the living in its post-mortem state; 3) subsequent Syriac works on the soul, and their relations to this source.
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